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Abstract. The Solid project aims to empower people with control over their own data through the separation of data, identity, and applications. The goal is an environment with clear interoperability between all servers and clients that adhere to the specification. Solid is a standards-driven way to extend the Linked Data vision from public to private data, and everything in between. Multiple implementations of the Solid Protocol exist, but due to the evolving nature of the ecosystem, there is a strong need for an implementation that enables qualitative and quantitative research into new features and allows developers to quickly set up varying development environments. To meet these demands, we created the Community Solid Server, a modular server that can be configured to suit the needs of researchers and developers. In this article, we provide an overview of the server architecture and how it is positioned within the Solid ecosystem. The server supports many orthogonal feature combinations on axes such as authorization, authentication, and data storage. The Community Solid Server comes with several predefined configurations that allow researchers and developers to quickly set up servers with different content and backends, and can easily be modified to change many of its features. The server will help evolve the specification, and support further research into Solid and its possibilities.
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1. Introduction

Data plays an important role in multiple aspects of our lives: from the data our government manages about us, to the items we store and share on the internet, to even everything about our online behaviour that is being tracked online. Companies use that data to predict our future behaviour and gain a competitive edge in their respective industries. This poses a considerable challenge for newcomers trying to establish themselves in a particular sector, as established companies have already amassed extensive data, creating a substantial barrier to outperforming them.

As companies wield considerable power over vast troves of data, individuals find themselves with minimal influence over the fate of their personal information. Due to companies’ control over such large data piles, individuals have very little influence over what happens to their own data. Fortunately, recent legislative changes signal a positive shift, indicating that companies will eventually need to acknowledge their inability to exert complete control over all data. Once people regain control over their own data, they can decide with whom they wish to share it, thereby motivating companies to offer services of a high enough quality to earn that privilege. This dynamic would
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foster a mutually beneficial relationship, as end-users would experience tangible benefits from data sharing, ultimately resulting in a more valuable and sustainable data exchange.

Historically, Semantic Web research has focused on the exchange of Open Linked Data, with little consideration for data where access might be restricted by policies, as is the case with personal data. These restrictions drastically change the infrastructure and processes, such as publication and query processing. Nonetheless, Semantic Web technologies can play a crucial role in placing data closer to people, because they can give universal and connected semantics to data that is managed in a highly decentralized way.

Solid [1] is an ecosystem that rises to the challenge of tackling the private–public data spectrum. It does so through the way of data decentralisation, where the main idea is that everyone using Solid has one or more data pods containing their personal data. By setting relevant access policies, users can specify who can read or write parts of their data. Solid clients that know how to interact with such a server can then be used to access that data.

In an open ecosystem such as Solid, any party can implement a server, as long as they abide by the Solid Protocol specification [2]. Similarly, for the same reason anyone can also make a client to communicate with such a server. As a consequence—and this is a core part of Solid—any client can interact with the data created by any other client, on any Solid server. Since the data is stored in a user’s data pod and not in a specific client, clients should be seen as views and controls over that data. For example, one application could be used to set a person’s date of birth, which could then be used in a completely different one as a birthday reminder.

There are many invested parties in the Solid ecosystem: companies addressing real-world use cases, researchers want to evolve the specifications to suit the necessary demands, developers want to create clients and servers to extend the reach of Solid, and new users just want to try it out. In this paper we introduce the Community Solid Server (CSS) as open-source software [3] as a tool to support research and development of current and future Solid specifications.

In Section 2 we discuss related work. Section 3 covers specific use cases we want to solve with the server, which are generalized into requirements in Section 4. Section 5 and Section 6 explain how those requirements are fulfilled, the former through the software architecture and the latter through the configuration the server allows. Section 7 gives an overview of how the server is currently already being used the impact it has, and how it solves the originally proposed use cases. Finally, we conclude in Section 8 where we also look towards the future of the server.

2. Related Work

2.1. Basic Solid interaction

Before diving deeper into the specifications that define the client–server contract, we start with an overview of what happens during a request to such a server, in order to describe the high-level interaction.

2.1.1. Prerequisites

Combining Linked Data with authentication and authorization is an ongoing research topic with different potential solutions. One suggested solution is through the usage of WebIDs [4], which are Linked Data resources that uniquely identify a person or any other kind of agent.

In the example below, we assume the user already registered their WebID with a Solid Identity Provider (IDP), which is able to prove that they are the owner of that WebID. The server is free to implement its own identity verification mechanism (email/password combination, a specific kind of token…).

2.1.2. Performing an HTTP request to a Solid server

When a client wants to access data on a Solid pod on behalf of a user, the following steps are performed:

1. The client asks the user to authenticate with their IDP, and receives the necessary authentication data in turn.
2. The client uses that authentication data to generate HTTP headers which prove the identity of the user to the Solid pod containing the data.
3. An HTTP request for a read/write/update/delete operation on a specific resource is sent to the Solid pod.
4. The Solid pod contacts the IDP to determine the validity of the authentication headers.
5. If valid, the server uses those headers to determine the user’s credentials (such as the WebID) and their client.
6. The server determines which permissions are available for the given credentials on the targeted resource, such as read, write, create, delete, etc.
7. The server determines if the requested operation can be performed with the available permissions.
8. If allowed, the server performs the operation and returns the result to the client.

### 2.2. Solid Specification Documents

The Solid ecosystem consists of a collection of specifications that clients and servers are required to adhere to. The interactions outlined above are captured in these specifications, of which the CSS is one implementation.

#### 2.2.1. History and current status

The initial version of Solid was developed in tandem with prototype implementations such as the Node Solid Server (NSS) [5]. While the specification and other implementations were still in development, the definition of a “Solid server” was defined by the behaviour of NSS. This behavior was first documented as notes and eventually as specifications in a W3C Community Group. At the time of writing, the transition to a W3C Working Group is being undertaken, which is able to create W3C Recommendations that serve as recognized standards.

However, the Solid specifications are still evolving, with both changes to existing documents as well as additional documents being suggested as part of a multi-phase process. Hence, there is a need for an implementation of the specifications that can be used to implement and test changes to the specifications, and to explore and prototype desired future behavior of Solid implementations.

#### 2.2.2. Solid Protocol

The Solid Protocol specification [2] is the main entry point into the collection of specification documents that define Solid. As the main entry point, it defines which other specifications are required to be fulfilled for a server to be Solid-compliant, which we will cover in the following subsections. In particular, it contains an adaptation of the Linked Data Platform (LDP) specification [6]. On top of the existing HTTP methods (GET to read data, POST to create new resources, PUT to write data, PATCH to modify, and DELETE to remove), it defines specific semantics for patching RDF documents, and for interacting with containers of resources. Containers are resources that group other resources together by providing RDF descriptions with containment triples.

#### 2.2.3. Authentication

The Solid-OIDC specification [7] defines everything related to authenticating with Solid. It expands upon the OAuth 2.0 [8] and OpenID Connect Core 1.0 [9] standards and defines how clients can identify by requesting specific tokens from a server. It also defines how servers can provide these tokens and how they should verify their authenticity.

To conform to the Solid Protocol specification, a server of Solid pods needs to be able to accept requests containing these tokens and verify them. An OpenID Provider, on the other hand, is a server where clients can register to generate such tokens. To verify correctness of a token, the Solid server communicates with the OpenID Provider.

#### 2.2.4. Authorization

A Solid server needs to be able to restrict access to private data. The specification defines two possible access control systems that can be used to do this: Web Access Control (WAC) [10] or Access Control Policy (ACP) [11]. At a high level these are quite similar systems: users can add system-specific resources to the server, indicating the credentials that are required to perform certain actions on their data. They can be used to, for example, provide public read access to certain resources so everyone can see them, or allow everyone to create new resources in a specific container as a way to allow people to leave comments or other communication, while still only allowing the data pod owner to edit the data. The protocols differ in how policies are inherited and how clients are identified.

#### 2.2.5. Notifications

The Notification specification [12] clarifies how users can register to specific resources, after which the server will inform them of any changes. At the time of writing, the specification only clarifies how clients can register and the data models used during the communication process, but not which kind of messages need to be sent out. It also
specifies many different methods a server is allowed to use to send out those notifications, such as WebSockets or Webhooks.

2.3. Existing implementations

Several implementations of the specification exist, both on the server side and on the client side; we provide a non-exhaustive list of server implementations.

Non-commercial implementations include projects such as the open-source Node Solid Server (NSS) [5]. NSS resulted from prototyping efforts during early phases of the Solid Protocol, and is used for development and testing. Its implementation is currently maintained by volunteers. Architected from a prototyping perspective back when the Solid Protocol was still forming, the NSS codebase is no longer well-suited to follow the current evolution of the specifications without a substantial rework and repurposing.

Commercial implementations include the Enterprise Solid Server (ESS) [13] and TrinPod [14], both closed source at the time of writing. The ESS is designed for storing and managing sensitive personal data, and is used in production cases for these purposes. TrinPod positions itself for Digital Twin use cases using the Solid specifications.

3. Use cases

In this section we will cover several use cases that give an overview of several use cases we wanted to support by creating a new server. After giving an overview of the server, we will return to these in Section 7.2 where we indicate how the server supports each use case.

3.1. Benchmarking the impact of authorization to inform the specification

A protocol researcher aims to benchmark the differences between WAC and ACP for an HTTPS client. These are different authorization schemes a Solid server can have, and they want to find out how they impact a request. To this end, the researcher would need at least two Solid server which are identical in every regard, except that one supports WAC, while the other supports ACP. Preferably they would also have a Solid server without authorization as a baseline. This would allow them to accurately measure the impact of either authorization scheme, which can be used to inform future spec changes.

3.2. Performing user experience research on the onboarding experience

A societal researcher wants to compare different welcome experiences to a Solid server, specifically the sign-up experience and the initial layout and contents of a pod. This way they can determine what might be needed to improve the experience with Solid for now users. For this, they want to have a server where they can easily replace the contents that get provided to new users, without having to write any code.

3.3. Supporting new operations

The behavior of PATCH is still under discussion within the Solid W3C Community Group. The first proposed PATCH format relies on SPARQL Update, which has the benefit of being an existing W3C standard, but lacks a semaphore mechanism. An alternative with N3 Patch defines a semaphore mechanism, but relies on the N3 language that is currently not a standard. Now a researcher wants to propose different PATCH formats along with an implementation, but without having to implement a full Solid server themselves.

3.4. Supporting the adaptation of research findings

Ongoing research looks at different aspects of the Solid Protocol and its implications on domains such as data management and security. Occasionally, findings from such research result in a necessity for changes or extensions to the specifications in order to alleviate the discovered concerns.
As a concrete example, recent research indicated a tension between the granularity of document organisation and the granularity of the authorization system [15]. Their conclusion is that the same data needs to be exposed in different documents with different permissions.

4. Requirements

Out of the specific use cases in Section 3, we distilled several generic requirements that guide the design, architecture, and implementation of CSS. The main goal is to explicitly focus on the needs of two groups: researchers and developers.

4.1. Testable specification compliance

It stands to reason that the most important requirement for the server is that it is fully spec compliant. While that is an implementation objective, it is also necessary that we can verify and prove that this is the case.

4.2. Evolve along with the specification

Solid is a combination of still evolving specification documents. It is imperative that the server can keep up with these changes; an outdated server could damage the ecosystem by sowing confusion about the correct behavior.

Researchers and developers are at opposite ends here: researchers aim to inform the evolution of specifications, while developers prefer a more constant experience, yet want to be able to test their applications against different versions of the specification. Both sides require a server that evolves along to achieve their goals.

Since the server is a combination of several different specifications, the architecture needs to be designed in such a way that changes in one specification do not break a requirement of a different one: independence of all layers is important.

4.3. Support multiple server roles

Multiple servers are involved in a Solid interaction: the pod server handles the core Solid protocol, and the OpenID Provider provides OIDC authentication. We need to provide a solution that covers all the necessary roles involved, thereby providing an out-of-the-box Solid experience.

Having an all-in-one system allows anyone to get started as easily as possible; modularity allows different kinds of instances from the same codebase. This allows any part of the set of Solid specifications to be investigated and experimented with, not just a subset of it, whether for experimenting with new features or investigating how to make an application work with the different components.

4.4. Modularity and configurability

When conforming to the Solid specifications there is still room for variability, such as which authorization system to use, or even how the data is stored in the backend. Configuring changes like this in the server should be as easy as flicking a switch to go from one option to another.

For researchers it is important to be able to compare different variations so they can investigate the impact of certain changes. For example, having either WAC or ACP as an authorization system might have a major influence on the performance of the server, which might cause changes in the specification to bring those more in line with each other. To study such differences, they need to be able to set up server instances with different feature sets.

Developers want different server versions to make life easier for them when doing their work. Specifically, they need ways to simulate certain server situations to see how it reacts. E.g., force the authentication to extract specific credentials to simulate different users, disable authorization to focus on data management, cause the server to have faulty data for exception handling, etc.
4.5. Allow extensions with new features

One part of doing research on Solid is designing new features based on emerging needs, with the ultimate aim of producing new specifications for uniform behavior. For example, currently the specification defines WAC and ACP, but one might want to investigate a new authorization scheme or way of enforcing policies [16].

Extensions could also replace existing parts of the server. Someone might want the data to be stored in a new type of backend for example, or provide a new implementation of a feature that is highly optimised for certain scenarios.

4.6. Quick setup and teardown

A Solid server is not a simple piece of software. Generally there are additional steps that need to be taken before it can be started. These include configuration, starting external services, etc. Similarly, shutting down the server and resetting the system so a clean restart is possible can also take multiple steps.

If we want the server to be used for rapid experimentation, it is important that there is as little overhead as possible. Researchers might want to quickly set up and switch between different kinds of servers to run their experimentation; for developers, this enables the server to be used within their test frameworks, automating the testing against a Solid server. For newcomers, it lowers the barrier of entry for getting started with Solid: the faster someone can go from reading about Solid to setting up a server, the better the introductory experience.

4.7. Error handling and logging

Many steps happen during a Solid interaction, and when something goes wrong in a decentralised system, it is not always straightforward to determine which component is at fault. Therefore it is necessary that the server has extensive error handling and logging. Researchers can use this to detect potential issues with specific interactions they might not have considered. Developers trying to debug or troubleshoot specific applications can receive better feedback this way.

5. Architecture

Based on the requirements in the previous section, we now introduce the architecture of the Community Solid Server as an open-source implementation of the Solid specifications, tailored towards research and development.

For specification conformance, CSS needs to not only provide the HTTP request handling for data interactions, but also to authenticate clients, authorise requests, send out notifications, etc. It also acts as an OpenID provider and handles user account management in that context. All of these features are orthogonal to each other and depend on the different specifications described in Section 2.2. Figure 1 shows how these orthogonal features interact with each other through the steps of a request to a Solid server. Each of the displayed components (except for the Client initiating the request), represents a part of the CSS architecture.

5.1. Main components

The different roles the server supports are independent of each other in the architecture. They might use some of the same utility classes and store data in the same way, but besides that, changes for one major component will have no bearing on one of the other ones. This allows us to limit the impact of evolving specifications as mentioned in the requirements.

As CSS is a server that handles HTTP requests, each interaction is initiated by an incoming request, and terminated with an outgoing (data or error) response. After an initial routing step, the modus operandi is the same for every request: each component iteratively chips away at a single at a small part of the request to facilitate the next step in the process, until all these small steps result into the output object that is then serialized towards the client.

The first step determines which major component should handle the request, based on the request type:
5.2. Handling a Solid Protocol operation

When handling a request targeting a Solid resource, 4 core steps need to happen sequentially:

1. Parsing the request.
2. Extracting and validating the credentials of the client.
3. Verifying the authorization of the request.
4. Performing the operation described in the request.

The result of these steps will then be used to generate the HTTP response that is send back to the client.
5.2.1. Request parsing

In this step, the raw input is normalized and validated, so later classes do not have to worry about edge cases arising from permitted differences in description. The full of the request is reconstructed, as this is the identifier of the resource that is being targeted. The Accept headers are parsed into a preferences object to be used for content negotiation. The headers related to conditional request, such as If-Match, are all combined into a single conditions object that can later be used for validating the request. All other relevant headers are combined into a single RDF metadata object. Finally, the body is processed in case of PUT, POST, or PATCH requests. For PUT and POST, this involves verifying the relevant HTTP headers and wrapping the data stream to prevent unexpected asynchronous errors. In the case of PATCH, the stream is immediately fully parsed into a Patch object containing all requested changes, as this determines the exact kind of operations involved and hence the required permissions.

5.2.2. Authentication

While authentication involves many separate steps, CSS outsources most of this to an external library [17] of existing specifications that are not exclusive to Solid. The result of executing this step is an object containing all the identifying information of the client, including, most importantly, the WebID. Once both of sets have been determined, they are compared to each other. If any of the required access modes is not found in the set of available modes, access to the resource will be forbidden and the request will be terminated with an appropriate 401 or 403 status code.

5.2.3. Authorization

The authorization step determines if the agent identified by the credentials in the incoming request has the necessary permissions to perform the operation expressed therein. During the authorization step, we determine which internal access modes are required to fulfill the operation. For example, a GET request requires Read, a PUT requires Write, and a POST creating a new resource requires Write and Create. For PATCH, we inspect the parsed request body. For each resource, CSS can determine which of those required access modes are actually available for the given agent. These can be specified using an access control system such as WAC or ACP. Each such system comes with its own implementations to parse the access controls and convert them to the CSS internal access modes. For example, WAC does not have a native Create mode; instead, this behavior is inherited through Append permissions on a resource’s parent container.

5.2.4. Operation

After authorization succeeds, the request has to be handled according to rules defined in the Solid Protocol specification. There is a specific class for each HTTP method, which calls the correct operation responsible for data management. These operations are captures in the ResourceStore interface, which contains key functions for performing CRUD operations on resources. To support everything needed in the backend, we use multiple ResourceStores, each with their own specific function, which are then chained together following the Decorator pattern to represent a single store. The first store uses a read/write locking mechanism to make sure it is not possible to perform simultaneous operations that would result in data conflicts.

PATCH is the more peculiar method of those defined in the Solid Protocol. Whereas other HTTP methods correspond to a single function, the behavior of PATCH is defined entirely by the request body. To prevent the need for backend-specific PATCH operations, the CSS architecture includes a ResourceStore that performs PATCH operations as a set of elementary resource manipulations, independent of how data is stored. Depending on the chosen PATCH body (currently N3 Patch and SPARQL Update are supported), a different algorithm is applied to an in-memory RDF document, which is only persisted in case of success.

Content negotiation The modular CSS architecture relies on content negotiation, not just for end-to-end reformatting for clients based on Accept headers, but also for internal use. For instance, during the aforementioned handling of PATCH, the CSS uses internal content negotiation to correspond an RDF serialization into triples and back. All of this happens in a single ResourceStore that checks the preferences of requests and converts the response data to match what is preferred.
To perform any kind of data conversion, we make use of a set of very narrowly focused conversion classes. All of these have a set of specific media types they can parse, and similarly a set it can convert to. For example, there is a converter that accepts various RDF serializations and outputs memory-native Quad objects, while another converter specifically converts Markdown to HTML. Exceptions and errors also internally pass through this system, such that detailed error reports can be relayed correctly to clients in different serialization formats.

A pathfinding algorithm chains multiple converters together as necessary to create a path starting from the resource media type as found in storage to the preferred type requested by the client, streaming data rather than materializing whenever possible. This allows for new conversion paths to be supported through a single new converter, rather than needing to implement all variations. For example, CSS requires no dedicated converter from Turtle to JSON-LD, because there are converters from Turtle to Quads, and from Quads to JSON-LD. Chaining those together produces the desired result.

**Performing the requested operation** Depending on the specific HTTP method and the type of the target resource, several checks and steps are selected. For example, POST only works when targeting a container. Similar to the idea behind the ResourceStore that handles PATCH operations, many of the steps here are independent of how the data is actually stored. The final ResourceStore implements this general behavior. Backend-specific implementations are hidden behind a more elementary DataAccessor interface that can be used to read and write data. There then is a DataAccessor implementation for storing data in memory, on a file system, etc.

### 6. Configuration

While we use the term “Solid server” throughout this paper, this can be a misnomer, as it might give the impression that a server is one opaque monolith. As indicated in Section 5, there are instead many components that play a role in a Solid operation. While these can all be realized on the same server, this is no such requirement; they could be split up over different servers with their own responsibility. Even then, there is still significant wiggle room as to how a server fulfils one or more of these roles.

One of the core parts of CSS is that these roles can be configured differently depending on the needs of the researcher or developer. For example, one might want to change the authorization system used by the server, or perhaps they want CSS to only support some of the necessary roles. In case someone already has their own Solid IDP setup, they might want to disable that part of CSS and have their server only handle the data operations.

All of the CSS classes focus on solving a specific problem, and there are no classes that instantiate these and link them all together. Instead, we make use of Dependency Injection with the Components.js [18] framework. Components.js is non-invasive as all of its configuration happens outside of the source code, in external configuration files that describe how classes are linked to each other and which parameters they require. These descriptions are RDF, usually JSON-LD, which means that configuration files are valid RDF serializations. It thereby provides the flexibility that is necessary to compose a server as the user wants, at the cost of increased complexity.

In Components.js, TypeScript class instantiations correspond to RDF class instantiations. Every subject is a class, with its type corresponding to a TypeScript implementation. Other predicates are used to define its constructor parameters and can, since it is RDF, link to other objects. To then change which components are used in a server instance, only the Components.js configuration has to be changed; the actual TypeScript code does not need to be touched.

To help users get started, the server comes with several pre-defined configurations, covering a range of possible feature combinations. These already cover several of the more expected server setups, with some variations in data storage methods or authorization systems for example. An example of such a config is found in listing 1.

The preset configurations are made by clustering related components together in partial configuration files, and importing them in the main entry point. Features can then easily be chosen by changing what is imported. For example, to swap between WAC and ACP as authorization system on the server, the WAC configuration import would have to be replaced by the ACP import. For the example shown in listing 1 that would be line 19. There are plenty of choices that can be made by using the imports like that, such as how data is stored, whether users can register, HTTP vs HTTPS for connections, etc.
{  
"@context": "https://community-server/^7.0.0/components/context.jsonld",  
"import": [  
  "css:config/app/init/initialize-intro.json",  
  "css:config/app/main/default.json",  
  "css:config/app/variables/default.json",  
  "css:config/http/handler/default.json",  
  "css:config/http/middleware/default.json",  
  "css:config/http/notifications/all.json",  
  "css:config/http/server-factory/http.json",  
  "css:config/http/static/default.json",  
  "css:config/identity/access/public.json",  
  "css:config/identity/email/default.json",  
  "css:config/identity/handler/default.json",  
  "css:config/identity/oidc/default.json",  
  "css:config/identity/ownership/token.json",  
  "css:config/identity/pod/static.json",  
  "css:config/ldp/authentication/dpop-bearer.json",  
  "css:config/ldp/authorization/webacl.json",  
  "css:config/ldp/handler/default.json",  
  "css:config/ldp/metadata-parser/default.json",  
  "css:config/ldp/metadata-writer/default.json",  
  "css:config/ldp/modes/default.json",  
  "css:config/storage/backend/memory.json",  
  "css:config/storage/key-value/resource-store.json",  
  "css:config/storage/location/root.json",  
  "css:config/storage/middleware/default.json",  
  "css:config/util/auxiliary/acl.json",  
  "css:config/util/identifiers/suffix.json",  
  "css:config/util/index/default.json",  
  "css:config/util/logging/winston.json",  
  "css:config/util/representation-conversion/default.json",  
  "css:config/util/resource-locker/memory.json",  
  "css:config/util/variables/default.json"
  ]
}

Listing 1: A Components.js configuration of a server instance, found at https://github.com/CommunitySolidServer/CommunitySolidServer/blob/v7.0.0/config/default.json

7. Sustainability, Usage & Impact

All code of the Community Solid Server is open source under the MIT license. At the time of writing, the repository [3] has been starred 473 times, forked 117 times, and is used in 149 other repositories. 46 people have contributed to the repository.

7.1. Sustainability

During the development of the server, we have always focused on making sure the code base remained of high quality. One aspect of this is requiring the unit tests to always have 100% code coverage on all code in the project. While this is not immediately an indication of everything working as intended, it does make sure that a developer checks that new classes output data as expected. Besides the unit tests there are also extensive integration tests, setting up complete instances of the server and verifying these instances conform to all the necessary specifications.

The Conformance Test Harness (CTH) [19] is a server-independent test framework for Solid servers. It runs a test suite to verify if a specific server fulfills the specification requirements. Besides our own internal tests, we also...
run the CTH as a form of external audit on the server functionality, to prove that the server fully conforms to the specifications.

This test harness is also an example of the community impact of creating this server. During the creation of this test harness, we provided feedback on certain tests being too strict or incorrect, while other tests showed us where the server implementation was wrong. This bidirectional approach caused both systems to improve.

7.2. Use case impact

Having covered how the server works, we will now discuss how this solves the use cases described in Section 3.

7.2.1. Benchmarking the impact of authorization to inform the specification

A researcher aimed to compare WAC and ACP with a baseline. This means they need a server that loads the WAC component, one that loads the ACP component, and one that loads neither. As we have seen in Section 6, they can easily change which components are used by changing the imports in their configuration file, like the one in listing 1.

Configuring HTTPS involves passing the certificate, which can either be set there in that configuration, or passed as command-line arguments. This allows the same configuration to be reused with different certificates.

In conclusion they end up with three different configurations, which can all be used to independently set up the servers they need. Specifically the server without authorization can also be useful for developers not wanting to be bothered with restrictions during development.

7.2.2. Performing user experience research on the onboarding experience

The societal researcher wants to customize the welcome experience of a Solid server. Which HTML files to use, and what the template of a new pod is, is defined in the CSS configuration as part of a JSON-LD file. Components.js allows specific parts of a configuration to be replaced, so this can be used to replace the HTML parts wherever necessary. Similarly, the pod contents are determined based on templates, which can also easily be updated. Again developers can also make use of these ideas, as they can quickly set up pods with specific contents, without having to perform the initialization themselves.

7.2.3. Supporting new operations

We want to support a new PATCH format. How a PATCH is resolved, and which components are necessary, was covered in Section 5.2.4. Due to the nature of Components.js the researcher can develop the new components in a separate repository independent of the CSS core. Afterwards these can be linked together with the already existing configurations. This allows the new PATCH algorithm to be shared as a separate piece of code with the W3C group. Due to its independence it can easily be tested with different authorization frameworks, such as ACP and WAC, which is an additional bonus as PATCH has specific interpretations in authorization.

7.2.4. Supporting the adaptation of research findings

Recent research exposed that exposing the same data through different resources would solve several problems[15]. Even adding support for something like that in CSS is possible by creating new components. As the proof is in the pudding, we implemented a new component that supports this idea[20]. This new component allows users to define so-called derived resources, which are generated by determining a set of resources and a query to perform upon them. As with other components, this can be combined with existing configurations to still provide the full flexibility that is possible with a CSS configuration.

7.3. Community impact

Since people started using the server, several of them have fed back input to help improve CSS. There have been several pull requests by community members to extend the server or fix specific issues. At the time of writing there have been 44 contributors to the repository.

Several external components have also been developed which either make use of the server, or create a new component that extends the server functionality, including:

- integration with calendar management systems [21]
– Internet of Things integrations [22]
– Data-Kitchen, a desktop app combining local files and Solid pods [23]
– Solid-Redis, a component for the server to use Redis as data storage [24]
– input validation using shape files [25]
– publishing event streams via Solid [26]

Another goal we wanted to achieve was to support client developers that need a server to test their client against during development. Below are some applications that use the server specifically for this purpose:
– viewing and manipulating personal data in your Solid pod [27]
– recipe manager to collect all your recipes [28]

7.4. Supporting people who use the server

Due to the server aiming to support many different scenarios, it can be overwhelming for new users to know how and where to start. To help users there, we have created extensive documentation, tutorials, and tools explaining and helping with different parts of the server.

The documentation [29] of the server is the best place to start as it links to all other resources available. The documentation itself covers several server-specific features and how to use them, such as automating pod creation on server startup for testing purposes. Besides the user documentation there is also an overview of core parts of the architecture. The components discussed in Section 5 are explored more deeply there. Finally there are the full technical definitions of all the classes the package exports, which can be used by projects aiming to extend the server.

We created several extensive tutorials which guide the user along to solve specific problems. One tutorial [30] helps users who are completely new to Solid and shows how to interact with all the Solid core principles by setting up a CSS instance. It starts with showcasing the core Solid HTTP requests, after which it also introduces how authentication and authorization can be combined. For users who want to extend the server there is a specific tutorial [31] that covers all the possible options in which configurations can be modified.

An example repository [32] creates a Hello World component and extends CSS with it. Developers can copy that repository and replace it with their own code where necessary. It is fully documented on what the function is of every file there and includes examples on how to add your new component to an existing server configuration or how to set up automated testing for it.

Finally, as mentioned in Section 6, the server offers a very large number of configurable parameters for every one of its features. A disadvantage of using this method to configure a server, is that this can be overwhelming for users not familiar with Components.js. To this end, we created a Web-based graphical interfaces [33] that can generate such configurations automatically, based on the selection of desired features.

8. Conclusions & Future Work

We set out to create a Solid server with a specific set of requirements, focusing on flexibility, extensibility, and support for specific kinds of Solid users. Due to the usage of dependency injection, it is possible to run many variations of the server with different features, and to create new components that can be added. By structuring the configuration and providing plenty of supporting tools and documentation, we have lowered the barrier of entry as much as possible, making the server accessible for people looking to experience Solid, without hindering users looking for more advanced features.

There are several situations in which the server is being used: people created different components to be added to a default installation, it is being used during the testing of client applications, and there are several running Solid server instances making use of this software. More and more people are finding their way to the repository and interacting with it, showing a growing demand for a server that fulfills these needs.

Creating a new server in the Solid ecosystem also helps in improving the Solid specifications. By providing an alternative implementation it can reveal hidden assumptions that are not specified, but are depended upon due to the existing implementation having this specific behaviour.
Work on the server is not finished yet, there are still many open issues that need to be resolved, many of which are feature requests on how the server can be extended. The CSS aims to take a leading role in shaping future Solid specifications, by providing researchers and developers with a flexible environment for testing and experimentation.
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